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Monday Cultural Groups
3:30 ish at Winchelsea Place
November 27th: Drop in Beadwork (loom beading) Snack is Scow bread donated by elder
Shirley Bob.
December 4: Drop In Beadwork (loom beading and/or peyote stitch) and Dallas is making
Fried bread again
Dec 11: Drop In Beadwork (loom beading and /or peyote stitch) and Dallas’s fried
bread...which is the best by the way
Dec 18: Drop in Beadwork (loom beading and/or peyote stitch...and Dallas will make fried
bread!

Snacks provided.
(Sometimes they make fried bread!)

Salish Weaving at Springwood

One of our newest book acquisitions is a lovely little book
written by Gitsan author Trudy
Spiller. It’s a story of her grandmother’s teachings about
putting your negative feelings
into a rock. The illustrations are
very cute and the story has
meaning both practically and
spiritually. It is probably targeted at kids around 7-8 but I enjoyed it as an adult and would
be happy to read it to kids most
ages.

Upcoming Events:
December 2 and 3: Qualicum First Nation Craft Fair
(9-4 Saturday and 10-3 Sunday) Qualicum First Nation Band Hall
December 7th: SD Winter Celebration Dinner Doors
Open at 5, Dinner at 6 at the Parksville Civic Centre
Nanoose First Nation Craft Fair TBD. (the Nanoose
First Nation Band Hall burned down this past summer and plans are in the works for an alternative
venue)

Here are Kylee and Peyton teaching their
class how to do Northern Lights . Errington
Elementary

qul’q (Hulqaminum)
galx’mas (kwakwala)
tliihciip (Nuu Chah nulth)
qagen (Komox)
rosa spp (Latin)
This wee fruit is an incredibly good source of vitamin C. It
can be picked in the late summer or early fall and dried...or
eaten fresh although it does not have much taste and can
feel mealy. In tea however you pick up more of the rose
notes.
The pink petals of the flower can be eaten fresh as well.

Local Knowledge
Housing
What is interesting about longhouses in this
area, is that they took advantage of geothermal energy. The longhouses were dug into
the ground and had shorter house posts than
in other communities on the island. Knowing
this also tells us that people built homes in
areas that did not traditionally flood. That
has changed over recent decades however
with the impact of logging, paving and development on traditional water flows.

Culturally in this area we move around the
circle in a counter clock wise direction: to
the right. That is a local thing. Other cultures go the opposite way. (Like in Cree territory)

At one time the theme song for the Native Broth-

erhood of BC was “Onward Christian Soldiers”.
The reason for this is that it
was illegal for Indians to
gather in groups of three or
more unless it was for going
to church. (It was called inciting a riot if the people
gathered in groups of four or
more). So the people
showed their resistance by
singing the hymns and gathering!

Is this a good book?
We use a number of Criteria to scan books at the School district, to see if they are appropriate.
This is one of the check lists we use. It was adapted from the essay “I is not for Indian”.

Is the vocabulary demeaning?
Are terms like "squaw", "papoose", "chief", "redskin", "savage", "warrior" used?
Do the Aboriginal people talk like Tonto or in the noble savage tradition?
Are the Aboriginal characters all dressed in the standard buckskin, beads and
feathers? Or does any character "dress like an Indian".
Are Aboriginal people portrayed as an extinct species, with no existence as human
beings in contemporary Canada?
Is indigenous humanness recognized?
Do animals "become" Indians simply by putting on "Indian" clothes and carrying a bow and arrow? Do children "dress up like Indians" or "play Indian" as if
"Indian" was a role that one could assume as one can dress up like doctors or
cowboys or baseball players? (For comparison, do animals or children also dress
up as British-Canadians or play Italian?)
Do Aboriginal characters have ridiculous imitation "Indian" names, such as
"Indian Two Feet" OR "Little Chief"?
Is the artwork predominated by generic "Indian" designs? or has the illustrator
taken care to reflect the traditions and symbols of the particular people in the
book?
Is the history distorted, giving the impression that the white settlers brought civilization to native peoples and improved their way of life? Are terms like massacre, conquest, civilization, customs, superstitions, ignorant, simple, advanced,
dialects (instead of languages) used in such a way as to demean native cultures
and achievements to indicate the superiority of European ways?
Are white authority figures - teachers, social workers - able to solve the problems
of native children that native authority figures have failed to solve? (Are there
any native authority figures?)
Are the perceptions of women as subservient drudges present? Or are women
shown to be the integral and powerful part of native societies that they are?
Finally and most importantly, is there anything in the book that would make an
Aboriginal child feel embarrassed or hurt to be what he is? Can the child look
at the book and recognize and feel good about what he sees?
List adapted from Stedman, 1982 and Slapin, 1988.

